
FIGURE 3. Plot of' reciprocal relative scattered  intensity 

versus (:)'. 

hollow circles for A,, values 01365,436. and 57R m p  respectively 
Values of scattered  intensities are denoted by hollow squares, solid circles and 

in  inside  diameter.  The  curve  with  AT=0.002" 
has  been  reproduced,  and  results  from  cells of 
different  diameters  and  incident  light of different 
wavelengths  agree. A careful  examination of fig- 
ure 3 reveals  that  the  curvature  at AT=0.046" is 
almost  as  large  as  that  at  AT=0.002".  This  could 
partially be attributed  to  the  fact  that  only  the 
scattered  intensities  measured  at A =  3023 8, had 
been  corrected  for  dust  and  stray  light,  while 
measurements  from  the  other  two  wavelengths 
(h=2516 8,, 4027 8,) were not corrected  for  these 
effects.  Note  that  the  three hollow circles  for  the 
curve  at  AT=0.046"  for  the  smallest  values of 
( S / A ) ~  were  much  lower  than the  general  trends 
of the  other  points  belonging  to  the  same  curve. 
When  the  system  is  more  strongly  opalescent,  con- 
tributions  due  to  dust  and  stray  light  become 
negligible  as  shown by the first few hollow circles 
at  small  values of s/A ( A =  4027 A) for  the  curve 
at  AT=0.002". We believe  that,  for  the  system 
n-dodecane  and  P,P'-dichloroethyl  ether,  there 
exists  a  gentle  downward  curvature  in  an OZD 
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plot at  small  values of s/A and at very  small  tem- 
perature  distances  from  the  phase  separation  tem- 
perature.  However,  the  magnitude of the  curvature 
is  yet  uncertain as the  measured  scattered  intensity 
has t o  be  corrected  for  both  attenuation  and  density 
fluctuations.  Furthermore, we do not  know  the 
range of s/A in  which  any of the  modified  theories [SI 
are  expected t o  hold.  According t o  t h e  equation [SI 
- = & [ K ' +  (s/A)'] t-rl''. where DO, K ,  and r) are 
1 
I 
assumed t o  be  three  adjustable  parameters, r) is 
estimated  to  be  in  the  range  0.2-0.3  when T-T,, 
is  small. I t  is expected  that r) should be smaller 
after  the  intensities  have  been  corrected  for at- 
tenuation  and  density  fluctuations.  The  tempera- 
ture  dependence of the  extrapolated  zero-angle 
scattered  intensity  is  sketched in figure 4. It 

is quite  certain  that is approximately  propor- 

tional  to  the  temperature  distance.  Deviations  do 
exist  and  seem  to  concave  upwards.  On  the  other 
hand,  there  is  perhaps  an  uncertainty on the  crit- 
ical solution  concentration of about  1-2 wt percent 
in  our  preliminary  measurements of the  coexistence 
curve  for  the  n-dodecane-chlorex  system.  Further 
scattering  experiments  with  several  concentrations 
near  and  at  the  critical  solution  concentration  are 
in  progress.  We  must  also  remember  that, in an 
OZD plot,  extrapolation  to  zero  scattering  angle 
is  permissible  only  in  the  absence of very  long 
range  correlation, i.e., no  abrupt  change  in  curva- 
ture  in  the  extrapolated  region is present.  For 
this  reason,  measurements  at  even  lower  angles 
b y  means of "long-wavelength" light scattering 
become  desirable. 
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Discussion 

F.  H .  Stillinger:  Dr.  Fisher  has  very  lucidly  pointed  out  that  the 
long  range  behavior of the  critical  pair correlation function 
doesn't  tell  one  very  much  about  specific  heat  anomalies. I 
would  like  to  point  out  that  there  is,  however,  an  analogous 
quantity  which  gives  direct  information  on  the  specific  heat 
anomalies  by  virtue of its  long  range  behavior in the  critical 
region.  It is well  known  that  the  specific  heat C,. is a  fluctuation 
of potential  energy. If one  writes o u t  the  fluctuation  formula 
in terms of  spin  distribution  functions  for  an  Ising  model,  one 
encounters  a  combination  amounting  to  a  quadruplet  distri- 
bution  function  for two pairs of spins, the spins in each  pair 
being  close  together,  minus  the  product of the t w o  pair  correla- 
tion  functions.  The  implication of a  logarithmically  divergent 
specific  heat is that  the  critical  point long range  distance  behavior 
of this  combination would have to be  as r"', where d is the  dimen- 

the  centers of the two pairs. 
sionality.  Here  the  long  range  distance r is the  distance between 

If one goes ahead naively  and  attempts t o  evaluate  this com- 
bination of distribution  functions  using  a  Kirkwood superposi- 
tion  approximation, or something  roughly  equivalent t o  i t ,  one 
arrives  at  the  conclusion  that  the  long  range  distance  behavior 
should  vary as  the  square of the  critical  pair  correlation  function. 

Since we have seen  that  the  exponent 7 is positive  but  small 
relative  to  unity  this  leads  to  a  rather  remarkable  conflict  with 
the  requirement  that  this  combination  should  vary  as r-" as  men- 
tioned  above.  It is rigorously  known, of course,  that  the  specific 
heat for an  lsing  model in two dimensions  diverges  logarith- 

of  flux.  One would have  at  worse  a  small positive index a, 
mically. I think  the  situation in three  dimensions is in a state 

there  could  be  some  slight  deviation of the  index d from 3 for 
perhaps of  the  order of '/lo. In  three  dimensions,  therefore, 

this  quadruplet  distribution  function  long  range  behavior,  but 
i t  certainly would not become  equal t o  the  long  range  behavior 
of the  square of the  pair  correlation  function. 
M .  E .  Fisher: May I make  one  comment  on  that?  What Dr. 
Stillinger  said is, of  course,  correct. If I look in the  Ising  model 

r a n d  r + s  are   near   ne ighbors ,   then   the   behavior   o f  
at slfll, where 0 and 1 are  nearest  neighbors,  and  at s,.s,.+s, where 

( s d ~ ~ d ~ l t ~ )  - ( w l )  (sdSr+6) for  large r should  tell  me  how  the  spe- 
cific  heat  diverges.  John  Stephenson,  a  student of mine,  has  ac- 
tually  evaluated  this  correlation  function  explicitly  which is not 
too  difficult  to  do  in  the  Ising  model [I]. He finds  in  fact, as  one 
might  anticipate,  that  the  behavior is as  e-2Kr/+ in  this  case. 
His  correction  factor [ 1 + QI(K~)] satisfies Q,(x)  "* o as  x + o and 

1 + Q k x ) +  5 as X +  m. Once you can  express  the  problem in 
terms  of the long  range  behavior  and you have  a good theory  for 
the  long  range  behavior, it is fine. However, as  Dr. Stillinger 

tained in this  quantity  (indeed  one  could  also  get  the  pair correla- 
pointed  out  again,  although  formally  all  the  information is con- 

that  are required. 
tion  function  from it) ,  it  is  a  different  set of asymptotic  limits 

G .  S .  Rushbrooke: May I make  a  comment  which  is  due  to  Dr. 
Widom?  It  concerns  the  things  that Dr. Fisher  talked  about, 

simply takes  the  equation  which  relates  the  compressibility  to 
but  below the  critical  temperature  rather  than  above.  Widom 

the  density  fluctuations.  Suppose  the  system  is  separated  into 
two  phases.  Then  in  a  small  volume of dimensions of I /K,  the 
range of the  correlation  function, we ought  to  have  fluctuations in 
the  density  equal  to  the width of the  phase  boundary. Now,  
if one  just  introduces  this  idea,  one  obtains  the  .relation: 

y' = v 'd -  2p ( 1 )  

where y'  is the  exponent of the  susceptibility  below  the  critical 

exponent  for  the  phase  boundary  and t f  the  number of dimensions. 
point, u' the  exponent of K (7') below the  critical  point, p the 

three  dimensions i t  depends what you take  for v’. If you take 
This  works  exactly  for  the  Ising  model in two  dimensions.  In 

beta and delta as  given by Fisher  and  introduce  the  relation y ' = p ( s -  1) 
into (l), you get  exactly w'=0.646 below the  critical  point,  equal 

So for  the  Ising  problem it looks as  if these  ideas  which work 
to the  value  for Y above  the  critical  point  as  given by Dr. Fisher. 

above  the  critical point  might  also  work  below the  critical point. 
I would like  to  ask Dr. Fisher  whether  he  thinks  this is reasonable. 

The  other point I want  to  ask Dr. Fisher  is how far  he  thinks 
the  conclusions  about  exponential  decay  depend  on  short  range 
forces.  This  is  established  for  the  Ising  model  However, 
quite  a lot of people  argue  that  the  direct  correlation  function 
goes off like  the  pair  potential.  This is not a  very  strong  argu- 
ment.  However,  when  the  pair  potential  and  consequently 
C ( r )  decays  as l/+, you cannot  have  the  direct  correlation  function 
decaying  more  rapidly  than  the  total  correlation  function, if the 
Ornstein-Zernike  theory  is  true. 

M .  E .  Fisher:  Well,  that  last  question is one  which I suppose I 

difficult  question! 
have t o  answer  since it was  asked.  However, I think i t  is a  rather 

If one  thinks of  Coulomb forces,  then of course,  they do not 
make  sense  unless  one  has  some  counter-charge. But  then  we 
have  the  phenomena of screening  and the correlations  are 
presumed  to  decay  more  rapidly.  This  seems  to  be  a  property 
of  the  fact  that  Coulomb  forces  obey  the  Poisson  equation. 
This  is, I think,  one  way of interpreting  it. But if you try  and 

a  force  which is like  a  Coulomb  force  and  even  has  counter- 
work the  arguments  which would  give you that  result  with 

charges,  but  which  decays  a  little  faster  than l / r ,  you would not 
get  out complete screening. Now in as  far  as  the Van der  Waals 
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forces  can  be  thought of  as  originating  through  the  electro- 

in principle,  that you have  some  overall  screening  effects  and 
magnetic  interactions of matter, it seems  to  me  still  possible, 

that you still  do  have  an  exponential  damping.  But if you just 
take  a  completely  radially  symmetric fixed l/F potential  without 
any  corrections,  then I agree you cannot  expect  pure  exponential 
damping  since  the  direct correlation function  would  presumably 
go down in this way. So I am  thinking  here of models  which 
have  a  potential  that  cuts off either  exponentially or goes  strictly 

for  real  systems i t  is something of an  open  question. 
to zero, if one  really  wants  to  prove it. But I would  think  that 

W .  Marshall: Dr. Fisher  mentioned  that  the  old  theories  can 
give  very  misleading  results  about  the  specific  heat  because 

that  into  small  distances. I his, of  course, is correct  but  one 
you essentially  take  the  long  range  behavior  and  extrapolate 

must  he  rather  careful  about  the  precise  meaning. I t  is not a 
necessary  consequence of the  theories  that you must  get  the 
wrong  answer.  In  particular in the  Elliott-Marshall  theory 
[Z] you get  a  difference  equation  for  the  correlation  function 
and  that  difference  equation  happens  to  be  valid  at  small  dis- 
tances  as well as  large  distances.  Therefore,  that  particular 
theory  just  reproduces  the  usual  Bethe-Peierls  result for the 
energy. 

P .  Debye: I would  like  to go back  to  some  experimental  facts. 
For  instance  the  theoretician  says, "Now I am  at  the  critical 
temperature."  Well, I do not know the  critical  temperature. 
Nobody  can  determine  what  the  critical  temperature  really  is. 
So how is  there  going  to  be  an  experiment  at  the  critical  tempera- 
ture? Any  experiment  is  a  little bit away  from  the  critical  tem- 
perature  and I cannot  even  define how far i t  is away  from  the 
critical  temperature. 

M .  E .  Fisher: Well,  for  example,  some of the  experiments  dis- 
cussed  yesterday  on  the  magnetic  systems  give you T ,  very 
accurately. 

P. Debye: I don't know of an  equivalent  experiment in liquids. 

M .  E .  Fisher: Well,  liquids  are  more  difficult.  The  coexistence 
curves, I think, will tie  down the  critical  points  sufficiently  ac- 
curately.  Within  a  few  millidegrees, t o  which  some  experiments 
seem  to pin it down, I would not worry about  the  differences. 

P .  Debye: I would  like  that  the  theoretical  people  tell  me  when 
I am so and so far  away  from  the  critical  point,  then  my  curve 
should  look so and so. 

I would  like  to  make  two  remarks  in  connection  with  the  paper 
of Dr. Brumberger. 

One  remark  is  that I am not so pessimistic  as  Dr.  Brumberger. 
If one  wants  to  find  deviations  which  appear  in  the  immediate 
neighborhood of the  critical  point,  one  should  not  use  x  rays 
because  the  relevant  variable is not s = 2  sin (0/2), but s / h .  Thus 
when A is very  small,  one  must go to  extremely  small  angles 0 
in order  to  obtain  some  information.  Thus if one  wants  to find 
deviations  in  the  neighborhood of the  critical  point,  one  has  to 
use light  where s / h  can  be  small  for  reasonable  values of 0. 

I know approximately  the  answer.  However,-if you ask  me  what 
the interaction between t w o  polymers is which g o  through 
each  other, I do not know the  answer  and I must  do  the  experi- 

sees  small  deviations of a  straight line if you go to  large  values of 
ment.  Figure 1 shows I" as  a function of (s/h)l X lo8. One 

s /h .  And if one  really  wants  deviations  which  give  the  value for 
the  fourth  moment of interaction,  one  has  to go to  considerably 
larger  values of s / h  a s  shown in figure 2. From  these  data  one 
can  obtain  the  second  moment  and  the  fourth  moment  but not 
the  sixth  moment.  The  maximum  value of s /h  possible  with  light 
is 5 X 10" .&I: the  x-ray  measurements  covered  the  range from 
2.6 X 10-3 A-1 t o  2.5 X 10" A". Over  this  range the scattered 
intensity  changed by a  factor of 56. 

In  the  paper of Dr.  Chu, it is  shown  that  there  are  probably  devia- 
tions  from  the  Ornstein-Zernike  theory  near  the  critical  point. 
However, if one  goes  to  large  values of s /h ,  one  should  also  find 
deviations  from  a  straight  line  in  an  Ornstein-Zernike  plot.  The 
straight  line  is  only  a  first  approximation. So if one  measures  for 
large  values of s /h ,  one  obtains  information  on  the  second  moment 
of interaction  and, if one  goes  farther,  on  the  fourth.  and  sixth 

view it  is  also  interesting  to go to  large  values of s /h  and  there  one 
moment of the  interaction.  Thus  from  the  molecular  point of 

has  to  use  x  rays. 
It is really  true, a s  Dr.  Brumberger  said,  that you should 

connect  the  light  experiments  and  the  x-ray  experiments  with 
each  other.  This  has  been  done  at  several  places  and  we  have 
done it too.  For  this  purpose,  I  present  two  curves  for I" 
as  a  function of ( S / A ) ~  in  figure 1 and figure 2 for  a  polymer,  which 
Dr.  Brumberger  does  not  like.  I  do  like  polymers, as  one  obtains 
information  about  their  interaction,  which  cannot  be  predicted 
easily. If you ask  me  what  the  interaction of two  argon  atoms  is, 

experiments of another kind  should  be done. It  has been  said 
Dr.  Brumberger  made a  nice  remark when he  said that  other 

and  also  Uhlenbeck  made  this  remark  at  the  beginning of this 
conference  that in the  neighborhood of the  critical  point  the 
system  can  be  disturbed  rather  easily  from  the  outside. In 
this  con.  ction I remark  that we studied  the  effect of an  electrical 
field on  the  critical  opalescence of a  binary  liquid  mixture. 
For  the  details  we  refer  to  the  publication [3] .  Also here it is 
apparent  that  the  Ornstein-Zernike  theory  is only  correct if one 
is  not  too near  to  the  critical  point. 

function of (s/h)' over  a  large  distance,  but if you go to  very  large 
So I want  to  emphasize  that  one  has  a straight line I - '  as  a 

values of s /h ,  you get  deviations  as  has  to  be  expected. If  you 
go  to  small  values,  which  you  can  only  do  with  light,  then you 
can  expect  to find the  things  which  are  the  subject of this  after- 
noon. 
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W. Marshall: Dr. Brumberger  explained  the  difficulties  that you above Tc. They  are  sometimes  straight,  sometimes  a  little 
frequently  get  with  light  and x rays. I would like t o  emphasize  erratic,  and  even  seem  to  have  a  little s shape. 
the  fact  that  in  looking  at  these  systems  many of  the  difficulties 
are very much  eliminated if you  did  the  experiment  with neutrons. 
This is a  technique  about  which  many  people  who  have worked 
traditionally in this field do not think of because it is  something 
new.  Indeed  Egelstaff  and  Enderby 14.1 have already verified 
that  the  structure  factor of simple  liquid metals as  given  by the 
x rays is no t  quite  correct.  The correction is quite important 
in the  region of small .$/A. I would support  very  strongly,  as 

done. I t  would be  nice t o  do i t  on  the  same  material  which 
Dr.  Brumberger said,  that neutron experiments  also  must be 

means  that  almost  all  systems  which Dr. Brumberger  discussed 
have t o  be  ruled  out because they contain hydrogen and  they  all 
have t o  be  deuterated. 

M .  S. Green: I would like  to  ask Dr. Marshall:  What  are  the  small- 
est  values  of k that Y O U  ran  reach wi th  neutrons  as  compared with 
light and with  x  rays? 

W .  Marshall: That  depends on  which experimentalist you  talk 
to. It is important t o  go from one- t o  the  other  and  get  them  into 
competition. The usual  kind  of  k-vrctors  that  are easy are those 
covered  by  x  rays. But there is no reason why one should not 
build  a  special  small  angle  scattering  apparatus  like  that  which 
Lowde or Jacrot  have  used 151. Then you can get very small 
k-values. I think  Jacrot  can  probably  tell us exactly  what it 
would be 

B.  Jacrot: I think you can go t o  IO-:% A- l  or maybe slightly  lower. 

W .  Marshall: Thus  then  the neutron experiments would be  as 
good as  light  experiments in this  respect. 

A .  Arrott: I want to ask Dr. Debye  what is meant by the  critical 

4/3 power  law  already for  (T - T c ) / T c = O . l ,  should you not say 
region. When the  susceptibility or compressibility  obeys  a 

that you are  already in the  critical  region  when  the  temperature 
is Tc/10 away  from  the  critical? In discussing  possible  devia- 
tions  from the  Ornstein-Zernike  theory you consider  what 
happens  at  temperatures  hundredths o r  thousandths of  a degree 

tion what  is  found  for  the  power  law of I"(0) which is inversely 
away from  the  critical  temperature.  However you did not men- 

extrapolated  zero  angle  intensity. 
proportional  to  the  compressibility: I"(0) means  the  inverse 

P.  Debye: It is  hard t o  find a  deviation  from  linearity  for l-1(0) 
as a  function of T,  because you are not certain  that  the  extrapo- 
lation is correct. 

H .  Brumberger: The behavior of I - l ( O )  as a  function of tempera- 

temperature  region. 
ture  does  deviate  from  linearity in many  cases  over  a  wider 

B.  Chu: The  data on the  aniline-cyclohexane  system a s  I have 

difficulties  which one  encounters in critical  opalescence  studies 
shown  in  figure 1 of my paper  demonstrate  the  experimental 

whenever  multiple  scattering  becomes  appreciable.  These 
measurements on such  a  strongly  opalescent  system  (aniline- 

distances (AT s 0.2" to 1") and  at  a  longer  wave  length (h0=578 m p  
cyclohexane)  were  performed  at  relatively  large  temperature 

rather  than  the  usual  blue or green  lines of a  mercury  arc) so 
that  the  effect of multiple  scattering  remains  negligible.  On  the 
other  hand,  the wiggles in figure 3 of my  paper  refer  to  the  scat- 
terin of a  weakly o alescent  system,  namely,  n-dodecane  and P,P-~ichlorodiethylether. Furthermore,  the plot is  reciprocal 
scattered  intensity  versus ( S / A ) ~ ,  and  thus,  the  experimental 
"fluctuations"  in  the  data  seem  to  have  been  magnified. 

D.  Mclntyre: But  even 0.1 "C away  from T,? 

B.  Chu: Yes. The critical  scattered  intensity  for  the  system, 
n-dodecane  and P,P-dichlorodiethylether at 0.1" away  from Tc 
is  quite  weak,  especially  when  we  have  used  very  narrow  slit 
systems.  However, our main  interest  here  was  to  try  to  deter- 

mixing  point,  not  at temperature  distances 0.1" away  from  the 
mine  the  shape of the  scattering  curve  very  near  the  critical 

critical  mixing  point.  In  fact,  such  wiggles  disappear  whenever 
we increase  the  sensitivity of our detection  scheme. 

D.  Mclntyre: Examining  your  papers, I find that you suggest 
that you have  corrected  in  some  manner for the  multiple  scat- 
tering. Is this so? We  have  always  found  that  what we thought 
to  be  multiple  scattering  in  this  range of AT was  exhibited  as  a 

of a  light  scattering  curve.  In  your  systems I should  think  that 
convexity  to  the  abscissa  at  the  ends of a  conventional 0 - Z  plot 

you would  get  the  same  behavior. 

E .  Chu: No. I do not believe  that  with our experimental  setup, 

system.  We  have  tried  to  correct  for  attenuation  and  to avoid 
multiple  scattering  is  appreciable  for  this  weakly  opalescent 

scattering  does  become  appreciable, i t  invariably  destroys 
multiple  scattering. 1 do  agree  with you that  whenever  multiple 

the  linear  behavior  in  an 0 - Z - D  plot. 

D.  Mclntyre: In  one of your  curves i t  appeared. 

B. Chu: This is not  multiple  scattering. 

M .  S. Green: I think we have  a  real  problem  here.  Although I 
don't know  whether Dr. Debye  would agree, I believe  that  light 
scattering  experiments  do in  fact  show  a  curvature  for lPl(0) as   a  
function  of  temperature  many  degrees  away  from  the  critical 
temperature.  On  the  other  hand,  any  deviations  from  the 
Omstein-Zernike  theory  (one  should  also  say  Debye  theory)  do 
not occur  unless  the  temperature is within 0.01 "K from  the 
critical temperature.  Perhaps  this  means  there  are two  critical 
regions. I don't  know the  answer,  but it is a  problem  which 
needs  to  be  resolved.  Perhaps  it  is  related  to  the  fact  that  the 
logarithmic  singularity of the  specific  heat  does  not  show  up 
until one  comes  within  a  hundredth of a  degree of the  critical 
point, although  the  behavior of C,.  is nonclassical  in  a  much 
wider region. 

D. Mclntyre: I see no  essential  disagreement  between Dr. Chu's 
new results  for  the  cyclohexane-aniline  system  and our results 
with the  same  size  cell in the  same  temperature  range. I per- 
sonally believe  on  the  basis of our data  that  the plot of I-I(O) 
against AT is  gradually  curved  upwards  over  the  whole  tempera- 
ture  range. Now I would  like  to enter  a  slight  quibble. I am 
a little  surprised  at  the  form of your  uncorrected  scattering 
curves There  are  some wiggles  in  your  curves  at 0.1 to 0.2 "C 
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D.  Mclntyre: What  is  it? 

B. Chu: I do  not  believe  that  the  curvature  in  figure 3 is  due  to 
multiple  scattering because we have  performed our experiments 
with  cylindrical  cells of two  different  diameters,  and  the  shape of 
such  curves  can  be  superimposed.  This may not be fool proof. 

in  the  geometry of our optical  system. I would  also  like  to  make 
We  also  hope  to  carry  our  studies  further  with  more  variations 

another  remark.  It  is  difficult  to  determine  the  behavior of 
I"(0) as  a  function of temperature.  For  one  thing,  most  investi- 

goes  through  the  sample  cell.  Since  the  turbidity of the  sample 
gators  have  neglected  correcting  for  the  attenuation of light as  it 

temperature,  a plot of the  extrapolated  reciprocal  zero  angle 
depends  strongly  on  temperature  as we approach  the  critical 

temperature  does  not  represent  the true behavior of l"(0) versus 
scattered  intensity  (without  attenuation  corrections)  versus 

T. Now,  all I can  say  is  that  the  curvature in  a  plot of l"(0) 
versus T for our system  is  very  small if there  is  any.  As  far  as I 
can  see, it is very  straight  as  shown  in  figure 4 of my  paper. 
Yet,  we  must  remember  that I remarked on its  nearly  straight 

nonlinear  behavior  over  a  whole  temperature  range  (say 10") 
line  behavior  over  a  temperature  range of about  only 0.3". The 

remains  to  be  examined. 
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D. McIntyre: I think that there is actually  experimental  con- 

bps and low angles  a downward curvature in the 0 - Z  plot, 
currence in the  fact that when  measurements are made at small 

such  as  yours, will be found. So I think that the  scattering 
experiments  made by various people  are in agreement  on  this 
mint. 

P .  Debye: I think everybody is now convinced that there is 
curvature in the  immediate neighborhood of  the  critical point 
and that the curvature is in the expected  direction. 
A .  Isihara: Could you explain why the I" versus (s/A)* plot curves 
downwards for small  values of s/h? 

M .  S. Green: 1 would like to comment  on  this  question. As Dr. 
Fisher  emphasized,  the  essential approximation of the Ornstein- 
Zernike theory is that the direct correlation function is short 
ranged which means it  has  a finite second  moment.  The  second 

of the I" versus (s/A)* curve.  The  fact that this curve turns 
moment of the direct correlation function is essentially  the  slope 

truly significant prediction would be that the second moment of 
downwards means that the second moment is  increasing.  The 

the direct correlation function not only increases but becomes 
infinite at the  critical point. Nobody  can  actually  show  that, 
but this seems to be indicated by the  experiments. 

M .  E. Fisher: The value of 1) estimated by Dr. Chu is much bigger 
than I would have  expected. As far as I am  concerned  there 
are still some  puzzles,  because  the  curve of I"(0) versus  tem- 
perature does not go to zero if you extrapolate  to  the  critical 
temperature. I think if you had done P-V-T measurements you 
would have  observed that the fluctuations-of-composition- 
compressibility would go  up  to infinity while your I-'(O) still 
seems to stick  to  a  small finite value. Maybe there is some 
reason why the real critical  temperature is lower, but from what 
Dr. Chu has  said, I don't see  it! 

A.  Arrott: Returning to my previous  question, it seems that for 
a binary mixture the critical  region is much  smaller than for a 
magnetic  system. Why is  there  such  an order of magnitude 
difference  when you consider  the  critical  region for a binary mix- 
ture and that for a  magnetic  system? 

E.  Helfand: I believe  the  size  of the critical  region is related  to 
the range of the forces.  This  conclusion  emerges in the  study 
of systems with long range forces.  The  shape  of  the  particles 
in the binary systems about which  we  are  speaking may cause 
these  systems  to  be  less in corresponding  states  with  the  Ising 
or Heisenberg  models than one  component  fluids or magnets. 

M .  S. Green: I don't think your answer  is  correct. I don't think 
we really have  a narrow critical  region in a binary system.  The 
phenomena  which Dr. Chu showed  take  place  within  indeed  a 
range of  one  hundredth  of  a  degree.  However,  there  are  other 
phenomena in the  two  phase  region which occur  over  a  much 
wider temperature range. For instance,  the (AT)1/3 power  law 
for the  phase boundary curve,  which is a  nonclassical  phenome- 
non, is just as  much true for these  systems  as it is for a  magnetic 

4/3 power law for the  compressibility is still a matter of contro- 
system or for a  one  component fluid. I guess the  question  of  the 

me),  there are deviations from the straight line for the  compres- 
versy, but  in my opinion (and I think Dr. McIntyre agrees with 

ture range than we  are talking about here. 
sibility as a  function  of temperature in a  much larger tempera- 

related to the distance  parameter of the correlations as are 
E.  Helfand: The  degree  of  the  coexistence  curve  is not as clearly 

phenomena  above  the transition such  as the  compressibility 
(or its analogue for mixtures or magnets) and the  critical  scat- 
tering curves. 

P. U'. Anderson: To answer the question of Dr. Arrott. is not the 
reason why the critical region appears to he so terribly narrow, 
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that you are  studying terribly long range effects. A light scat- 
tering e periment  is  sensitive to distances  between 4000 A and 
10,000 A and the temperature  differences 7'- T,, which  corres- 
sponds to such  ranges  are  expected to be in the  millidegree  range. 
If one  were to look in the intermediate range between light and 
x rays, I would guess  one would see curvature in a range T -  Tc 
of  one  degree. In the x-ray results  one  sees curvature in the 

range that corresponds to the range of  the  wavelength  used in 
10 deg range. Thus I think you have  to look in the temperature 

wise,  this interpretation answers the question  of  the  size  of the 
the scattering  experiment.  Unless the experiments  show  other- 

critical  range. 

P .  Debye: If one  wants  to  investigate  something  characteristic 
for  the  immediate neighborhood of the critical point for a given 
angle 0, one  has  to  go  to  longer and longer  wavelengths  because 

P .  Anderson: I am not talking  about s / h ,  but I am talking about 
the  characteristic variable is not s ,  but s /h .  

a  physical  range, in particular, about  the  correspondence be- 
tween  ranges in temperature and ranges in space. If you were 

much shorter wavelengths. 
1 deg away from the critical  point, you would find curvature at 

P .  Debye: No. 

M .  E .  Fisher: I will attempt not to add  anything  to  the  confusion! 
First of  all, I think it is a  question  of pure semantics.  Unless 
you have  some theory of the critical point you cannot talk about 
the critical  region  except in terms  of  deviations from this  theory. 
We are talking in terms  of  the  Ornstein-Zernike theory here, 

to be considered. Now, if we look at the magnetic case,  there 
where there is a k-dependence and a temperature dependence 

is no doubt that for the  susceptibility  deviations  can be seen 
very far away from the  critical  point. I find  it puzzling that one 
does not seem to see  these  deviations in the binary system. As 
far as  one  does not see  these  deviations  here,  one  has not really 
understood  the  difference  between  these  two  systems. 

However,  looking  at  the  k-dependence, it is perfectly  possible 
that you can  have an Ornstein-Zernike  k-dependence  absolutely 
correct right up to the critical point even if the thermal behavior 
in  not correct.  The  index q I find theoretically  is very small. 
Because is small you would expect, I think,  to see deviations 
only in a  small  region. So I think to talk about the  critical region 
is not too helpful. What Dr. Debye  said is correct, namely, 
that when  one is talking  about  some  deviation  one  must attach 
to it a  magnitude  and  a  range  of  temperatures  where it is to be 
observed,  which  can  be different for one  phenomenon compared 
to  another.  When  these  ranges differ from one  system to another 
for the same  phenomenon,  we  have  a real challenge. 

Dr. Sette: I want to point out that the  results  of  sound absorption 
measurements for a liquid vapor critical  system and a binary 
mixture are different. In a  one-component  system  the absorp- 
tion increases sharply only in a  temperature range of  one degree 
from the  critical  temperature.  In  the  case  of  a binary 
the absorption increases rapidly starting at T -  
This  indicates that the  two  systems  behave in a different way. 
I believe that a  comparison  between  the  magnetic  system and 
the binary system  should be made with some  precaution. 
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